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  AASSEENNTTOO  PPoosstteerr  HHaannggeerrss  
 
 
The ASENT0 poster hangers are suitable for wall mounting and 
ceiling suspension. They display the advertisement to a large 
target audience both inside retail stores or outside with 
impactful, eye-catching window displays that are sure to draw 
the attention of passersby.  
 
Each one of the poster hangers come as a set, including bottom 
and top rails. The banner hangers have the top rail to hold the 
graphic, and the bottom rail keeps your custom art taut to be 
easily readable. There are moving hangers on the top rail.  
 
With the poster hangers it is easy to install and change graphics. 
Simply snap open the rail, position your graphic in the extrusion 
and the snap shut clamp mechanism will hold it in place. Hang 
any graphic on the poster snap rails, virtually anywhere.  
 
Before creating the graphic, printing and cutting, check actual 
length of extrusions for accuracy. 
 
The poster hangers are ideal for ceiling-hung, wall-mount or 
shop window applications and are suitable for locations such as:  
 

 Retail stores and showrooms 

 Banks and pharmacies 

 Real estate agencies 

 Exhibition halls 
 
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS 
 

 Easy to use. Simply click open, insert poster and click shut.  

 Suitable for paper, fabric, vinyl and light card posters. 

 Clamps on to any material up to 10 mil thick or 0.4mm 

 Suitable for posters in thickness 50 micron - 500 micron. 

 Can be wall mounted or suspended, landscape or portrait. 

 Manufactured from 1” extrude anodized aluminium. 

 The kit includes top and bottom rails, ends and hanger. 

 Individually packed to minimize the chance of damage. 
  

 

SSKKUU  DESCRIPTION  

35503 ASENTO Poster Clamp Set - 24" 

35504 ASENTO Poster Clamp Set - 30" 

35505 ASENTO Poster Clamp Set - 36" 

35507 ASENTO Poster Clamp Set - 48" 
  

 


